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Connected Smart Autobahn improving road utilization equivalent to 
an additional lane without additional investment in infrastructure. 
Technology enabled by Cisco

Austria

DoT using Cisco Kinetic technology to update road signs with fog 
warnings. 

Tennessee, USA

DOT upgrading I70’s 100 mile mountain corridor to a Smart 
Highway at a cost of $25m. Expecting to reduce road accidents by 
90 percent. 

Colorado, USA

DOT using Fathym and Microsoft IoT solutions to monitor, predict 
and proactively fight dangerous road conditions.

Alaska, USA

Crowdsourcing road pothole data with public app, Street Bump. 
Similar technology patented by Google.   

Boston, USA

Detecting road modality and occupancy patterns to enhance urban 
planning. Analyzing the most regular routes; volume of cars, 
bicycles or pedestrians and most crowded streets passing times. 

Dordrecht, Netherlands

SMARTER ROADS. SAFER PEOPLE. Better lives.
What’s happening across the world?

Norway

United Kingdom

Australia

Japan

Singapore

Germany

Other countries with Smart Road 
systems. Why must Canada fall behind?



What: Lane markings and status. 
Why: Driver notification. 

Autonomous Vehicle fail-safe. 

Lane Information

What: Real-time traffic data
Why: Navigation re-routing. Urban 

Planning.

Traffic Density

What: Driving patterns.
Why: Predictive models. Urban 

Planning. Information for 
businesses.

Driving Patterns

What: Location, frequency.
Why: Driver alert. Preventive 

maintenance. Autonomous vehicle 
fail-safe.  

Potholes

What: Hyperlocal GHG emissions
Why: Analyze to rectify cause. 

Health Information 

Car Emissions

What: Wildlife on roads
Why: Warnings to drivers. 

Knowledge to build fences. 
Autonomous Vehicle fail-safe

Animals

What: Mud. Snow. Ice. Water
Why: Warnings to drivers. 

Predictive models. Rectification. 
Autonomous vehicle fail-safe 

Road Condition

What : Snowfall. Crosswinds. Fog. 
Why: Warnings to drivers. Predictive 

models. Autonomous Vehicle fail-safe.

Hyperlocal Weather

What: Connected Vehicle data
Why: Data analytics. 

Car Information

What: Manifest of product and qty.
Why: Emergency response. 

Security.

Hazardous Goods

10 types of data that make roads smarter
What do we need to know?

Upgrade Canada’s lifeline, its roads,
for technologies of the future

Create and adopt an open, peer to peer 
enabled road network with useful, relevant 

and accessible information for all road users. 



Sensors along high-risk roads to 
monitor: 
- Vehicle emissions
- Driving and traffic patterns
- Animal movement
- Air and pavement temperature
- Surface dew point
- Rain, snow and ice

Road Sensor Data

Low-cost sensors by Fathym 
installed in vehicles provide update 
road information such as: 
- Air and pavement temperature
- Surface dew point
- Rain, snow and ice
- Potholes

Vehicle Sensor Data

Google Waze

Open source weather data

Telematics companies

Car Manufacturer Connected Vehicle 
platform

Partner Data

The sources
How can we know this?

WeatherCloud by Fathym can use weather data to accurately predict when roads will be icy and need pre-salting. Leads to safer driving 
conditions and efficient road maintenance. 

Roadside sensors by different companies track car driving patterns. They also detect pedestrians, bicycles, animals and measure emissions.

Smart phones and newer cars have powerful sensors. These can be used to monitor traffic and pavement quality. Google is using the former 
in their Maps app. Google has also patented technology to use a mobile accelerometer to analyze pavement quality and potholes on roads. 

The Sensors
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Use cases
What do we do with this knowledge?

Immediate real-time uses for 
public good and cost savings.

Uses for better planning of civic 
infrastructure and civic services.

Commercial uses. Raw data 
can generate revenue.



Microsoft Azure offers cloud platform solutions for Analytics, IoT, and Connected 
Transportation. They are part of the success story in Alaska. Microsoft also partners with 
vehicle manufacturers such as Daimler and Ford for their Connected Vehicle platforms. 

Cloud computing

Cisco Kinetic enables Real-time processing of critical data from sensors. The project in 
Tennessee, USA uses the  Cisco Kinetic Edge Fog Processing Module to update road signs 
with fog related warnings instantly without latencies. This would be crucial when dangerous 
icy conditions form in a matter of minutes.

Edge Processing

Vehicle 2 X technology is developing at a fast rate with Microsoft, Siemens, Cisco, IBM, 
Panasonic invested in V2X Systems. Daimler AG (Germany) is ranked first in the automotive 
V2X market for automobile manufacturers. 

Connected Vehicles

Sensors by Fathym are able to monitor weather conditions and pavement quality. Sensors 
by Libelium are able to anonymously identify cars through Wi-Fi/Bluetooth signals and track 
individual Origin – Destination. These are being used in public deployed solutions. 

IoT Sensors

The SYSTEMS
Much of the technology required has already been developed 



1
The system is ubiquitous and is 
integrated with Smart City 
networks. Autonomous and 
Connected vehicles are part of 
the system. It enables Smart 
Logistics and Transportation for 
Industry 4.0. 

3
The Future

Why this route?
- $1.2 Billion trucking industry. Highest in Canada as percentage of GDP
- Important Atlantic trucking and shipping corridor. Moderately busy. 
- Operations of major companies: Irving, McCain, Cooke Seafood
- Ability to test in all four weathers
- Job creation and smart road training in an underdeveloped region. 

Developing Canadian expertise for export. 
The plan
- Upgrade 4 x 10 KM stretches of high risk road with smart sensors and 

signage (2 x Urban. 2 x Highway) 
- Install sensors in 1000 trucks to cover highways in NS & NB
Functionality
- Sensors for weather,  potholes, road conditions, animals, driving 

patterns, traffic. 
- Dynamic road signs
- Integration with Google Maps and Waze to push alerts and updates

Pilot project (Halifax – Moncton – Saint John – St. Stephen – USA)

What next?
Study major impact of Phase 1. What was the system most 
successful in? For example: 

If reduction in accidents: Consider MB & SK with the highest 
accident rates in the country. 
If reduction in road maintenance costs:  Consider ON & BC with 
high road usage and maintenance spends. GTA alone spends 
$90 million for snow removal. 

Key Question: Can the cost of road upgrades be reduced by 
integrating sensors with signage? 

Added platform functionality
- Integrate with Autonomous Vehicles and Connected 

Vehicles. Develop Open platform
- Integrate with major navigation apps and devices (Google, 

Apple, TomTom, Garmin, OnStar) 

2

Expansion across Canada

TIMELINE
What happens when?

The costs
- Capital Cost to upgrade road = $200,000 / KM = $8m
- Capital Cost for truck 1000 sensors @  $1,500 / sensor = $1.5m
- Annual Operation costs = $3m
Timeframe
- 6 months to install 
- 12 months to pilot, test and analyze results
- If we act now, system can be ready for Winter 2019

Consider this
NB & NS spend $130m annually on snow clearing. A conservative 5% reduction 
saves $6.5m annually on snow clearing. It also reduces environmental impact of 
salting. 
The pilot can pay for itself in two years by snow clearing savings alone. There are 
more cost savings and possible revenue sources.

Scenario for Canada-wide implementation 
- Install sensors in 7,000 additional trucks and 55,000 passenger 

vehicles to cover >95% of Canadian Roads
- Upgrade highway system with smart signage. 1 sign per km = 

38,000 signs across Canada
- Subsidize municipal governments for Smart Sign installation

The costs
- Capital Cost of 7,000 truck sensors @ $1,500 / sensor = $10.5m
- Capital Cost of 55,000 car sensors @ $1,500 / sensor = $82.5m
- Capital Cost of 38,000 signs @ $10,000 / sign = $380m
- Annual Operation costs = $150m
- Annual Sensor subsidy @ $500 = $27.5m (Incentive to the public to 

install the sensor in their vehicles.)



Partnerships and stakeholders
Who makes this happen?

-

Funding through ACOA and other 
similar organizations.

Other Funding 

Mobile apps and car devices are a vast accurate data source 
and users benefit from real-time road data. The Government 
can consider subsidizing mobile data for navigation apps to 
increase adoption.

Navigation apps and devices

As the connected vehicle platform develops, more 
vehicles come online with V2X systems. This is a vast 
data source and benefit from the network.  Cross-
platform functionality is important.

Connected Vehicles

Trucking companies are big 
beneficiaries of this technology and also 
a source of data. A partnership would be 
mutually beneficial.

Trucking

Many different companies provide 
all the systems required. Integrating 

these into a seamless solution will 
be the key challenge.

Technology providers

Cisco CIFAP
Trucking companies

Vehicle Manufacturers

Private Funding

UNB and other universities that 
have transportation engineering 

research programs. 

Knowledge and research

Combination of Federal, Provincial and 
Municipal funding. Most example projects 

in the US are fully government funded.

Government Funding

Funding

Implementation 

Data and 
platform 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/industries/smart-connected-communities/financing.html


REVENUEBENEFITS

- Reduced road accidents due to poor driving 
conditions.

- Reduced insurance costs
- Reduced road salt usage and subsequent 

environmental impact
- Improved urban planning and route navigation to 

reduce road congestion
- Reduced road congestion saves time and reduces 

GHG emissions
- Improved emergency response
- Lower Vehicle Operation costs due to efficient 

road maintenance
- Infrastructure building leads to job creation

SAVINGS

The good
What comes out of it?

- Public spend on Snow Removal is about $1.5b. 
MDSS systems reduce costs by about 5-20%. 
Potential to save $300m. With cities often going 
overbudget on snow removal, this is significant.

- Predictive analytics makes road maintenance 
efficient and cheaper. It’s estimated that the 
additional costs associated with potholes 
amounted to more than $17,000 per truck per 
year in spare parts alone—an increase in VOCs of 
17 percent. Furthermore, this figure does not 
include extra fuel, accidents, down-time for repair, 
and damage to freight inside the vehicle. 
Considering that Canada has 750,000 registered 
trucks, a 10% reduction saves $1.3b. 

- Weather conservatively costs trucking companies 
in Canada $4.5b in wrecks and delays. Through 
better route planning, efficient road maintenance 
and early warnings, we can reduce this 
significantly.

- The trucking industry spends $10b in fuel. With 
better wind-related fuel-burn forecasts and 
decreases in unnecessary idle-time, fuel 
consumption can be conservatively reduced by 
4% . This equals savings of $400m. This is also 
1Mt of reduced CO2e emissions.

- Savings from passenger vehicles is additional to 
above savings from trucking. Data is scalable. 

- Consider value of data to: 
- Insurance companies
- Real estate companies
- Transportation companies
- Weather companies
- Automobile manufacturers
- Telematics companies
- Research and analysis
- Businesses that depend on road traffic 

(Fuel stations, Drive-thru F&B etc.) 

- Consultancy to other countries looking to 
implement similar technology



Risks
- Security breaches
- Opposition to “Big 

Brother” 
Measures
- Secure encryption 

standards
- EU GDPR best practices 

for data privacy
- All data is anonymous

Measures
- Much of the technology 

being proposed is already 
deployed for public use all 
over the world. 

- The hardware is winter 
proof and has been used 
in similar harsh 
conditions. 

- Implement systems phase 
wise once tested 
successfully. Test in all 
weather conditions

Measures

- Generation of 
employment for 
infrastructure installation

- Retrain and employ 
displaced sectors

- Creation of additional 
sectors of employment

- Use current talent as 
knowledge source to build 
solution. 

Risks
- Those without access to 

smartphone technology being 
left behind

- Averse to new technology
Measures
- Dynamic signage at high risk 

areas will reduce dependency 
on mobile technology

- Data subsidy will increase 
adoption of smartphone 
navigation technology

- Incentivize adoption by offering 
insurance discounts

Data Privacy & Security Technology Failure Sectoral Shifts Digital Divide

Risk and mitigation
What can go wrong?



Smart roads create smart cities, smart 
provinces and a smarter country. 
Smart roads create smart cities, smart provinces and a 
smarter country. 
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